Widely tunable semiconductor lasers have been of interest for some time because of their applications in optical networks, bio/chemical sensing, and spectroscopy. Various widely tunable semiconductor lasers are available today and are differentiated mainly by the tuning mechanism. These include external cavity tunable lasers where the external cavity consists of a lens-grating combination or a diffractive optical element (DOE) 1 , micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) tunable lasers, widely tunable MEMS vertical cavity surface emitting lasers) (VCSELs) 2 , coupled cavity semiconductor lasers, and distributed Bragg grating (DBR) 3 lasers.
The key issues for widely tunable lasers are tuning range, side mode suppression ratio (SMSR), manufacturability, and rapid wavelength scanning.
We describe a widely tunable coupled cavity semiconductor laser with an asymmetric multiple quantum well (AMQW) 4 active region that permits operation of the longitudinal modes over a spectral interval of ~100 nm.
A below threshold model for these widely tunable coupled cavity devices using a transfer matrix approach that takes into account the tilt of the facets forming the gap between the coupled sections was developed and is presented. Nonlinear fits of the below threshold spectra to the model were used to extract device parameters. These fits and parameters were used to understand the operation of the AMQW coupled cavity lasers and the direction to take to improve the performance of the AMQW coupled cavity lasers.
With appropriate modulation of injection currents and time averaging of the output, AMQW cleaved coupled cavity (C 3 ) 5 lasers provide short coherence lengths and can be excellent sources for synthesized optical coherence tomography (SOCT) 6 . The depth resolution was found to be ~15 μm for a 100 nm wavelength tuning range centered at 1580 nm. High output power and brightness together with a short coherence length confers on these AMQW (C 3 ) lasers some advantages over conventional sources for OCT. Also, a rapid wavelength switching capability allows the AMQW C 3 lasers to be used in real time OCT and other applications needing wavelength agile sources. Lett. 5, pp. 613-615, 1993 
